
Introduction

In our descriptions of pictures, we often ascribe particular qualities to paintings, 
photographs, drawings, and the like. Some of these qualities can be understood  
as »objective properties« in the sense that anyone who is familiar with the mean-
ing of a specific concept can identify whether or not a particular picture actually 
has the property denoted by the respective concept. Michelangelo’s fresco The 
Last Judgment in the Sistine Chapel, for instance, is a colored and figurative picture, 
and Kazimir Malevich’s Black Square is monochrome and abstract. If someone 
were to claim that The Last Judgment was abstract and monochrome rather than 
figurative and colored, we could explain what we mean by »figurative« and »col- 
ored«, and we could try to convince that person that these concepts apply to The  
Last Judgment. If she insisted that Michelangelo’s fresco was abstract and mono- 
chrome, she wouldn’t merely describe the picture differently, she would describe 
at least some of the qualities of Michelangelo’s The Last Judgment incorrectly. This 
is different in the case of characteristics such as »kitschy«, which we usually do 
not understand as matters of fact. Rather, the qualification of a picture as kitschy 
is dependent on personal taste or culturally dominant aesthetic norms and ideals. 
Accordingly, it is possible that people disagree about whether or not a picture quali- 
fies as kitsch without making incorrect statements in the sense outlined above. 
 How then should we understand the notion of an offensive picture in  
light of the above? The notion of an offensive picture has been important in the  
context of public debates and ethical and legal analyses of, for instance, the  
exhibition or publication of images such as Andres Serrano’s Piss Christ, a pho-
tograph of a crucifix that is submerged in a glass of urine, Chris Ofili’s The Holy  
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Virgin Mary, a painting of   Mary as a black woman in a blue robe made of elephant 
dung and pornographic cutouts (among other materials), or the Danish so-called 
Muhammad cartoons that were first published by the newspaper Jyllands-Posten.  
Can we reasonably argue that in specific instances offensiveness is an »objective 
property« of a picture? Or is the offensiveness that some people experience in 
view of some pictures something that exists merely in the eye or the heart of the 
beholder? The answers to such questions are relevant for our understanding  
of people’s responses to particular pictures; they are also important for the eth- 
ical and legal assessment of the relevant cases. In this paper, however, my main  
interest is in the more fundamental question of how we should understand  
the notion of an offensive picture from a philosophical perspective, if it turns  
out in the course of analysis to be a meaningful concept at all. 

I begin with a brief clarification of the notion of a picture and an exploration 
of the broader terminological field in which »offense« is situated in philosoph- 
ical discourse. Here I make use of Joel Feinberg’s distinction between various  
modes  of offense and of   Martha Nussbaum’s work on disgust. I will then critically  
discuss two theoretical approaches that I treat as candidates that could possibly  
provide a framework within which the notion of an offensive picture could be   
understood and defended: Leon Kass’s argument from the wisdom of repug- 
nance, and cognitive-evaluative theories of emotions. Having identified the limi- 
tations of these approaches, I will conclude by suggesting that Harry Frankfurt’s 
theory of caring can be used, in combination with insights from research on 
the use of pictures in religious practices, to improve the explanatory power 
of cognitive-evaluative theories of emotions for answering the question whether  
and to what extent the notion of an offensive picture is a meaningful concept. 
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»Picture« and »offense« – conceptual clarif ications 

The concept »picture« as I use it in this paper denotes a material object that is 
meant to be seen by someone. In other words, a picture is a visual medium 
that is used, and usually also produced, to let people see particular things. The 
thing that is seen, then, is the image that »appears in a picture.« Images of vi-
sual things are dependent on pictures, since images never appear »except in 
some medium or another«, but unlike a picture, the image is not a material ob-
ject; »you can hang a picture, but you can’t hang an image.« However, as w.j.t.  
Mitchell and Hans Belting point out, images can survive the pictures in which 
they first appear, and iconoclasm can destroy only a picture, not the image, since 
images can be memorized and re-materialized in new pictures or other media, 
such as stories or songs. Accordingly, an image can migrate through different 
media, and it can be conserved or transformed in this process. Unlike an image, 
a picture is constituted and defined by its materiality, and, as I use the concept 
here, by its artificiality and its purpose to show something. This means that, 
for instance, Niagra Falls is not a picture, whereas an artificial depiction of the  
falls, for instance in the form of a painting, a drawing, a photograph, or a digi- 
tal file on a computer screen, is.

An analysis of the notion of »offensive picture« is complicated by the fact 
that the concept »offense« is relatively broad and includes various levels and di-
mensions. On the one hand, offense denotes an action, namely a transgression of 
a rule or norm; in the legal context, for example, offense refers to violating laws 
and committing crimes. In the context of an analysis of offensive pictures, how- 
ever, »offense« more often refers to the effect of a deed or an event: the offense 
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that someone takes at something. Joel Feinberg, who investigated this notion of 
offense from a philosophical perspective, understands such offense in a general 
sense as a variety of disliked mental states and emotions such as disgust, shame, 
hurt, repugnance or anxiety. Within this broad conceptual field of emotional 
distress, Feinberg distinguishes three different modes of offense. First, there  
are »affronts to the senses;« here, the disliked emotions that constitute offense 
derive as it were directly and entirely from the sound, smell, or sight at which  
one takes offense – »and not at all from any symbolic representation, or recog- 
nized object.« In other words, affronts to the senses are independent of specific  
beliefs about the source of the offense; at least this is how someone who takes of- 
fense in the sense of affronts to the senses experiences the offense. This is different  
in the case of the second mode of offense: offenses to sensibilities. These are, ac- 
cording to Feinberg, mediated by recognition or belief in the sense that the dis- 
liked emotions of which offense consists follow from a specific cognition of the  
source of offense. This cognition can be implicit and habituated, but unlike in  
the case of sensuous affronts, a person’s emotional response to a particular object  
or event changes if the person’s understanding of the respective object or event  
changes in a relevant way. Take as an example the emotional and visceral re- 
sponses of many people to the sight of a public toilet smeared with human ex- 
crement and vomit: they feel disgust and revulsion. Often, we experience such 
emotional responses as immediate and purely visceral, but the same sight – that 
is the same forms and colors – provokes different emotions if we recognize 
the object as a clean and hygienic artifact, for example an art work, consist-
ing of plastic or chocolate and butter cream. This demonstrates that it is the 
subject’s conception of the object – what she »thinks« she sees in the partic-
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ular situation – that is or is not offensive. Accordingly, Feinberg points out,  
disgust is not merely an affront to the senses, but an offense to sensibility that 
he defines as »the susceptibility to offense from witnessing objects or events  
which, because of the observer’s recognition of them as objects of a certain  
kind, are painful for him to behold.« In many cases, susceptibility to offense,  
and hence offenses to sensibilities, depend on cutoms and conventions that are  
embodied in the identity of the person who takes offense at something. Because  
of this deep rootedness of sensibilities, offenses to sensibilities are usually ex- 
perienced as spontaneous, pre-rational or even quasi-natural. Various analyses  
of disgust as a specific form of offense show this clearly. Joel Feinberg, for in- 
stance, argues that, to induce disgust, it is sufficient that we recognize a situa- 
tion as somebody eating something that violates our gastronomic sensibility. 

Similarly, Winfried Menninghaus characterizes disgust as a »spontaneous 
and especially energetic act of saying ›no‹« to a nearness that is not wanted. 

This act of saying »no« and of forcibly distancing oneself from the thing one 
finds disgusting is experienced as something that »overcomes us, unan- 
nounced and uncontrollable, taking sudden possession of us« and as a 
»compulsion to say no, an inability not to say no.« The fact that disgust and 
other forms of offenses to sensibilities are, on the one hand, perceived as a 
»quasi-automatic (›instinctive‹) form of nay-saying,« while being dependent 
on beliefs and the recognition of specific (features of ) objects, on the other 
hand, constitutes what one could call a »paradox of offenses to sensibilities.« 
 How can we understand this paradox?

Martha Nussbaum’s theory of disgust provides a useful tool for answer-
ing such questions. Nussbaum conceptualizes disgust in line with Feinberg,  
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Menninghaus, and other authors as an aversive emotion that, on the one hand,  
is especially visceral (it involves, e.g., strong bodily reactions to the point of retch- 
ing and vomiting), but that, on the other hand, has a complex cognitive con- 
tent; a core that can be reconstructed in terms of beliefs and value judgments. 
More specifically, Nussbaum explains disgust as emotional warnings against 
»contaminants,« objects that are »understood« (albeit implicitly) by the person 
who is disgusted as rendering unacceptable a substance that can enter our bo- 
dies. Although there is a variety of possible objects of disgust, one can identify a 
group of »core objects of disgust,« all of which are in one way or the other related  
to animal (including human) matter, especially animal waste products, which  
we usually see as debasing. Such objects are »ubiquitously objects of disgust,«  
Nussbaum argues, and »societies seem not to have latitude to make these primary 
objects non-disgusting.« An average person feels disgust or similar forms of of- 
fenses to sensibilities when he or she sees such objects, especially in view of the 
prospect of touching, smelling, swallowing, or being penetrated by them or by 
things that have been in contact with such core objects of disgust, since in such  
situations the aspect of contamination and, resulting from this, debasement or de- 
humanization are especially palpable. This aspect of debasement and dehuman- 
ization is decisive, here, since the core idea of disgust is, according to Nussbaum, 

the belief that if we take in the animalness of animal secretions we will 
ourselves be reduced to the status of animals. Similarly, if we absorb or  
are  mingled with the decaying, we will ourselves be mortal and decaying.  
Disgust thus wards off both animality in general and the mortality that  
is so prominent in our loathing of our animality.  
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Against this background, we can better understand the aforementioned  
»paradox of offenses to sensibilities.« Certain forms of offense, such as disgust 
in view of feces, vomit, etc., include a quasi-cognitive core: the recognition of 
the object of disgust as contaminant. The »knowledge« whether or not an ob-
ject is contaminating (in the sense that is relevant for disgust) relates to and is 
part of the corporality and vulnerability that is common to all human beings, 
independent of particular cultural and social circumstances. Accordingly, dis-
gust and other forms of offenses to sensibilities are experienced as »objective« 
and direct bodily sensations and as things that befall us and are completely 
out of our control; the object of disgust actually is disgusting, independent of 
somebody’s specific character traits and personal identity. This is different in 
the case of the third mode of offense that Joel Feinberg identifies: offenses to 
higher-level sensibilities and profound offense. Such offenses to higher-level 
sensibilities are intrinsically related to and determined by a person’s morality 
or religion and the beliefs, values, and ideals that are part of this. One’s higher- 
level sensibilities are offended if and only if she understands an act or event as 
a violation or denigration of her morality or religion. Take the example of 
burning, trampling on, or cutting into pieces a national flag. Such acts can of-
fend the higher-level sensibilities of an individual whose morality includes 
a form of patriotism that requires people to treat the national flag with re-
spect; people who don’t hold such principles won’t be offended by seeing, for 
instance, a burning flag. Similarly, people can take offense at the presence of 
a pig at certain places (or at pork on their dishes) if they consider pigs impure, 
for instance for religious reasons. In other words, the production of offenses  
to higher-level sensibilities involves principles, values, and norms that cannot 
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be traced back to a general human condition, and accordingly there cannot  
be any »ubiquitous objects of offenses to higher-level sensibilities.« This de-
pendency on principles, values, and norms that are learned and influenced 
by culture and tradition does not mean, however, that offenses to higher-lev-
el sensibilities are experienced by the person who takes offense as being some-
how »subjective« or »relative« – »Offense is no less real for its dependence upon  
values and tastes peculiar to a particular culture or system of belief.«   Rath-
er, the opposite is true: If the relevant moral or religious principles, values, and 
norms are constitutive for the self-understanding of a person, she can be pro-
foundly offended by violations of such principles, values, and so forth. Such pro-
found offense is experienced as »shattering« and »serious,« and – importantly 
 – »in the case of profound offense […] something offends us and not merely our 
senses or lower order sensibilities.« 

Summing up these conceptual considerations, we can distinguish a pic-
ture as a material object that is meant to be seen by somebody from an image as 
the immaterial »thing« that appears in a picture and that can migrate through 
different media. Moreover, there are different modes of offense: affronts to the 
senses and offenses to sensibilities that can include offenses to higher-level sen- 
sibilities and profound offense, which are dependent on moral or religious be-
liefs, norms, values, and so forth that are deeply rooted in the identity of a person.  
The distinctions between various modes of offense are analytical in the sense 
that they can help us to better understand and explain the reasons and roots of  
offense in different cases. As will become clear in the following section, how-
ever, the different modes of offense actually merge in the concrete experiences  
of people who take offense at something. 
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So what do these distinctions yield for an analysis of the question whether  
there is such a thing as an offensive picture? Can they help us to understand and 
conceptualize the notion of an offensive picture, and if so, how?

Leon Kass’s theory of »wisdom of repugnance« and a strong 
notion of offensive pictures 

If people take offense at pictures, all three modes of offense could possibly be 
involved. In the following, however, I will focus on the exploration of possible 
understandings of pictures that are offensive in the sense of offenses to sensibil- 
ities, since only these modes of offense are relevant for an analysis of pictures  
such as those mentioned at the beginning of this paper. 

One could argue that especially vivid pictures of »core objects of disgust« 
as Nussbaum describes them are offensive in the sense that the sensibilities of 
virtually everyone are offended by the sight of such pictures, since the images 
that are evoked by such pictures almost necessarily cause people to feel, for ex-
ample, disgust. To such pictures, a »strong notion of an offensive picture« could 
be applied; this concept would include pictures that evoke, as it were inevita-
bly, images that are offensive to virtually all spectators. But even if we granted 
this, the use of such a strong notion of offensive pictures for our understanding 
of pictures such as Piss Christ, The Holy Virgin Mary, or the Danish Muhammad 
cartoons would be very limited. For the revulsion that is part of the responses 
of those who take offense at such pictures includes a moral component that is 
expressed by people’s protest against the production, display, and sometimes  
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the sheer existence of such pictures. So the mode of the offense that people take  
at such pictures is obviously different from that of disgust as Martha Nussbaum 
and others describe it. Accordingly, the notion of offensive pictures could pos-
sibly be better understood within the framework of an approach that integrates  
a theory of specific disliked emotions and modes of offense with an analysis of  
instances of moral revolt. Leon Kass’s argument from the wisdom of repug- 
nance provides such a framework. 

Kass developed this argument in the context of the bioethical debate about 
the reproductive cloning of human beings; he starts with the observation (or  
assertion) that people usually respond to the prospect of cloning humans with 
specific, strong emotions. 

»Offensive.« »Grotesque.« »Revolting.« »Repugnant.« »Repulsive.« These 
are the words most commonly heard regarding the prospect of human 
cloning. Such reactions come both from the man or woman in the street 
and from the intellectuals, from believers and atheists, from humanists  
and scientists.   

These emotional responses indicate, according to Kass, that people reject re-
productive human cloning because of a number of phenomena that, he asserts, 
accompany it and that people intuitively and universally recognize a morally 
problematic, such as the »mass production of human beings, with large clones  
of look-alikes, compromised in their individuality; the idea of father-son or 
mother-daughter twins […].«  Although, as Kass admits, the fact that people 
feel revulsion or similar emotions in view of an object or event does not show  
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that the respective object or event actually is morally problematic, he argues  
that »in crucial cases […] repugnance is the emotional expression of deep  
wisdom, beyond reason’s power fully to articulate it.« The cloning of human 
beings is, according to Kass, such a crucial case, and actually »repugnance may 
be the only voice left that speaks up to defend the central core of our humanity. 
Shallow are the souls that have forgotten how to shudder.«  

This argument from the wisdom of repugnance is based on the assumptions 
that there are objects and practices that have a status as »ubiquitous objects of 
repugnance« and that all people have a natural capacity to identify and be alert-
ed to these objects or practices. People who are not offended by the sight or the  
prospect of such objects or practices experience them not only differently, but 
also wrongly, and their capacity to adequately respond to such objects is de- 
ficient, or, to put it in Leon Kass’s words, their souls are »shallow« and they have 
»forgotten how to shudder.« 

Anthony Fisher and Hayden Ramsay have used the argument from the 
wisdom of repugnance in their ethical analysis of Andres Serrano’s Piss Christ; 
»popular repugnance at sacrilege and blasphemy,« they claim, is also an example 
of a »crucial case« in which the wisdom of repugnance informs us about certain 
features of particular practices or objects. Unfortunately, Fisher and Ramsay 
don’t elaborate on this any further, but their claim that Piss Christ is a picture 
to which the appropriate response is repugnance seems to be based on a strong  
notion of an offensive picture as I delineated it above. Moreover, they have to  
assume in their argument that Piss Christ is an instance of such a picture. The lat-
ter assumption could possibly be supported by pointing out that urine was used 
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for the production of Piss Christ and that it is part of the title of the artwork.  
However, people who took offense at Piss Christ did not complain about the  
use of specific matter as such, but about the fact that a crucifix was brought  
into contact with urine. Immersing a crucifix in urine and taking a photo of it,  
as Serrano did, however, is more an instance of a transgression of a religious 
norm and hence of »matter out of place« (Mary Douglas) from the perspective of  
people whose religion prescribes that (particular) religious objects should (not) 
be treated in specific manner than it is an instance of a ubiquitous object of of-
fense to sensibilities. This dependency of the offense that people take at pictures 
like Piss Christ on a particular religion that is not rooted in the universal hu-
man condition, but is highly contested in contexts of religious diversity, makes 
it impossible to speak about, for instance, Piss Christ as an offensive picture in 
the strong sense. Hence, the argument from the wisdom of repugnance fails to 
provide a framework within which we could adequately understand and defend  
the notion of offensive pictures. 

At first sight, the problem of the dependency of offense to (higher-level) 
sensibilities on beliefs, norms, and so forth that are not part of the universal 
human condition seems to be fatal also for cognitive-evaluative theories of  
emotions, which are a second candidate for a theoretical framework for a philo- 
sophical understanding of a notion of an offensive picture.    Nevertheless, I 
would argue such theories provide insights that enable us to understand why  
and to what extent we can reasonably use the concept of offensive pictures in  
analyses of controversies about pictures like Piss Christ, The Holy Virgin Mary,  
or the Danish Muhammad cartoons. 
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Revising cognitive-evaluative theories of emotions in light 
of Harry Frankfurt’s theory of caring

Cognitive-evaluative theories conceptualize emotions such as anger, love, grief, 
or fear as forms of evaluative judgments that ascribe high value to things and 
persons. In these judgments, people appraise the elements they value highly as 
salient to their well-being. Fear, for instance, embodies specific beliefs about  
an object, namely that the object is important to the person who feels fear, that 
it is at risk, and that the person cannot entirely control the impending bad event. 
As soon as the person learns that the situation actually is not dangerous, her 
emotion will change, and she will feel, for instance, relief. Accordingly, cogni-
tive-evaluative theories of emotion understand the person who feels an emotion 
as an active participant in and contributor to the process of evoking an emotion: 
although she may experience an emotion as something that overwhelms her  
and that she cannot control, she actually produces the necessary conditions of 
an emotion, for instance by valuing highly things she cannot fully control. This 
is an important difference from the assumptions underlying Leon Kass’s argu-
ment from the wisdom of repugnance; Kass assumes that virtually all people 
feel repugnance and other modes of offense toward practices like the cloning 
of human beings, as it were, »naturally« or quasi-automatically (like a technical 
measuring instrument). Advocates of cognitive-evaluative theories, by contrast, 
impute to persons (indirect) responsibility for their emotions. Generally, some-
one has indirect responsibility for something if the person is able to control and 
cultivate (some of ) the circumstances that give rise to a particular deed, attitude, 
event, and so forth. In the case of emotions, people are, to a certain extent,  
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responsible for whether they maintain particular values (that were acquired  
earlier in the process of socialization) on which emotions depend, and hence  
»we can cultivate and habituate emotions by attaching more or less value to cer-
tain things.« For offenses to higher-level sensibilities in Feinberg’s sense, this 
means that a person is indirectly responsible for taking offense at, for example, 
Chris Ofili’s The Holy Virgin Mary, insofar as she is responsible for the susceptibil-
ity to offense from witnessing (or knowing about) transgressions of specific reli-
gious norms concerning the use of matter like elephant dung and pornographic 
cutouts in relation to the Virgin Mary. She will be susceptible to taking offense 
at this art work and similar pictures only if Mary is religiously or morally im- 
portant for her (or if she highly values Mary for some other reasons) and if she 
judges the piece as defiling the Virgin Mary and Her holiness. 

At first sight, a strong notion of an offensive picture seems to be implausible 
 within the framework of such cognitive-evaluative theories of emotions. Rather 
than supporting a strong notion of an offensive picture, such an understanding  
of emotions accords with w.j.t. Mitchell’s claim that it is not the material pic- 
ture that offends, but the image that is actively (albeit not necessarily knowing- 
ly and deliberately) evoked in the spectator. »A picture,« Mitchell writes, 

is less like a statement or speech act […] than like a speaker capable of  
an infinite number of utterances. An image is not a text to be read but a  
ventriloquist’s dummy into which we project our own voice. When we 
are offended by what an image ›says,‹ we are like the ventriloquist insult- 
ed by his own dummy.
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Mitchell’s considerations seem to suggest that spectators who do or do not take of- 
fense at pictures like The Holy Virgin Mary, Piss Christ, or the Danish Muhammad 
cartoons always act as ventriloquists and that they simply make the dummy 
(i.e., the image that appears to them in the picture) say very different things 
because they value highly different things. In light of this, the production of a 
ubiquitously offensive picture (in the sense of offenses to higher-level sensibil- 
ities) would be impossible, since somebody’s attempt to produce such a picture 
will always fail, if spectators don’t contribute to the process as described above.

Analyses of recent public controversies about art works, cartoons, movies,  
and so forth at which many religious people took offense demonstrate that there is 
a strong predominance of the cognitive-evaluative approach on the part of secular 
and liberal critics of protests against such images. In the debate about the Danish 
Muhammad cartoons, for instance, believers who based their complaints about 
the cartoons on the claim that the cartoons offended their religious sensibilities 
were construed as being oversensitive, and protesting Muslims were told that they 
shouldn’t take religion too seriously. Obviously, the predominant expectation was 
that citizens of democratic and pluralistic societies »ought to keep a critical dis-
tance to [ their ] commitments, particularly if these are religious commitments.«

An important component of this argument is the claim that it is wrong  
to ascribe too much value to things that other people dislike or object to, if one 
isn’t willing to put up with, for example, harsh criticism and ridicule of the  
things that one values. Such an argument, however, rests upon a misunderstand- 
ing of what valuing means in the context of emotions related to religion and of  
the status of the judgments that are related to it. 

Valuing something (x) can be generally understood to involve various ele-
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ments:   a belief that x is good or worthy, a susceptibility to experience context- 
dependent emotions concerning x, a disposition to experience these emotions 
as being merited or appropriate, and a disposition to treat considerations relat-
ed to x as reasons for action in relevant contexts. A devout Catholic who values 
the Virgin Mary, for example, believes that Mary is »good« (deserves to be 
valued); the valuing person is susceptible to emotions such as joy or grief in re- 
lation to the Virgin Mary; she considers her emotions appropriate; and,  
finally, her valuing Mary will give her reasons for action, for instance to say 
the Hail Mary. It is also possible that her valuing the Virgin Mary extends to 
depictions of Mary – it will possibly provide reasons to contemplate icons of  
the Virgin Mary, and she will be vulnerable to emotions such as anger, grief, 
or hurt if she notices that somebody destroys such icons or uses matter such as  
feces and pornographic cutouts for pictures of the Virgin Mary. In light of this,  
it seems possible only to speak of offensive images, but not of offensive pictures, 
since exactly the same picture (the material object) will be offensive for some  
but not for others, depending on whether or not different people value the pic- 
ture highly. In the context of offenses that are related to religion and religious 
objects such as pictures, however, the problem with this view of valuing is that  
it construes the relationship between the valuing person and the object that is  
valued as a relation between two entities that remain separate from each other.  
In so doing, it neglects an important aspect of profound offense: profound of- 
fense is related to things, beliefs, or practices that are not only valued as external 
objects, but that are part and parcel of the identity of the valuing person. From 
a philosophical perspective, this can be reconstructed in terms of caring about  
something as Harry Frankfurt has conceptualized it. People, he argues, have 
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certain »ideals,« things they care about. When a person cares about something, 
she regards it as important in the sense that her desires and wishes are struc-
tured by what she cares about, and certain wishes are deemed more important 
than others. Such caring is not primarily a matter of believing that something 
is or should be important, but it is »constituted by a complex set of cognitive, 
affective, and volitional dispositions and states.« Moreover, what one ac-
tually and effectively cares about is often not under one’s immediate control, 
and is also not only an individual affair, since people are brought up in partic- 
ular cultural and social contexts and »grow into« traditions and cultures with- 
in which they share important objects of caring. They are members of various 
communities, and all of this is relevant to what they care about and to what 
extent they are able and willing to critically reflect upon and either reaffirm or 
possibly try to reshape what they care about, and hence their own identities.  
 Similar to valuing, caring about something implies that one considers 
something good, and both valuing and caring about something involve a  
specific susceptibility to emotions that are related to the object of valuing and 
caring. The characteristic feature of caring that is decisive in the context of my 
analysis of the notion of offensive pictures, however, is that caring »incorporates« 
the thing a person cares about into her identity. Of course, the object of one’s  
caring is not dissolved in this process; rather, 

a person who cares about something is, as it were, invested in it. He  
identifies himself with what he cares about in the sense that he makes  
himself vulnerable to losses and susceptible to benefits depending upon 
whether what he cares about is diminished or enhanced.   
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In other words, caring about something is distinct from valuing something 
because, in the case of caring, the person and what she cares about are inex- 
tricably entangled. Somebody’s object of caring is deeply incorporated in, 
and a defining part of, the identity of the person, and the person cannot be  
adequately understood without reference to what she cares about. For my ques-
tion concerning the concept of an offensive picture, a further component of 
Frankfurt’s theory of caring is especially important. In his discussion of ques-
tions related to freedom of will and autonomy, Frankfurt argues that a person 
can care about certain things so much and so wholeheartedly that it is impossi-
ble for her to act in a way that is inconsistent with what she cares about. In that  
case, according to Frankfurt, a person is subject to »volitional necessities« that 
make it »unthinkable« for the person to perform a certain action, since other- 
wise she would betray the object of her caring and hence herself. Frankfurt 
illustrates the effect of volitional necessities with the famous declaration by 
(or rather attributed to) Martin Luther, who refused the demand to retract his  
writings at the Diet of Worms in  by stating, »Here I stand, I can do no  
other.«    Such examples show that volitional necessities are rightly construed as  
limitations of a person’s freedom (Luther cannot retract his writings). At the  
same time, however, volitional necessities are rightly experienced as expressions  
of the will and the autonomy of the respective person herself. 
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Conclusion: 
How can we understand the notion of an offensive picture? 

To what extent is Harry Frankfurt’s theory more applicable to the notion of 
an offensive picture than Leon Kass’s considerations about the wisdom of repug-
nance and cognitive-evaluative theories of emotions that are based on an under-
standing of valuing such as the one sketched above? 

In light of Frankfurt’s theory, a pious Catholic can be understood as one 
who wholeheartedly cares about a religious tradition that, along with particular 
practices, includes certain images (not pictures) of Jesus, saints, and the Virgin 
Mary, among others. These images are shared by many Catholic people; not all 
of them find all of the images equally important, but for some, images of, for in-
stance, the Virgin Mary occupy a central place in their personal religious sub-
jectivity. For them, Mary is a constitutive part of their lives in the sense that 
they develop, maintain, and express who they are in relation to images of  Mary, 
for instance as loving mother, source of solace, or ideal of moral and religious 
purity. Whatever else may be constitutive of what they wholeheartedly care 
about and of what they are invested in, from Frankfurt’s perspective, images 
of the Virgin Mary are indispensable to who they are. These images, however, 
do not »come to them« in an immediate way, but are evoked and actualized in 
various media, such as songs, prayers, and pictures. Such »sensational forms,« 
as Birgit Meyer calls them, »invoke and perpetuate shared experiences, emo-
tions, and affects that are anchored in a taken-for-granted sense of self and com-
munity,« and they do so, I suggest, through the images that appear in them 
to people for whom the respective sensational forms »matter« in the sense of  
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Harry Frankfurt’s theory of caring. Without such sensational forms, the imag-
es that are essential for one’s identity cannot be made »real.« Accordingly, the  
role of pictures in the lives of many religious people cannot be adequately de-
scribed in terms of objects that are valued highly, but remain external and sep-
arate from them. Rather, the relation between a person and certain pictures can  
be one of constructive entanglement in the sense that it is in pictures (among  
other things) that people »find,« incorporate, and emulate the images in which  
they are invested. If that is the case, people cannot (in the sense of a volitional 
necessity) respond to an image they recognize as depicting something they  
wholeheartedly care about, on the one hand, but that, on the other hand, evokes  
a degradation of what they are invested in, as an »external object« of which they  
calmly disapprove. Rather, they are bound to take profound offense at the im- 
age that appears (to them), as it were necessarily, in the picture in question. This  
means that a strong notion of an offensive picture does not apply to pictures  
like Ofili’s The Holy Virgin Mary, Serrano’s Piss Christ, or the Danish Muhammad 
cartoons; such pictures can be profoundly offensive, but only for particular peo- 
ple, namely those whose object of caring includes the sacred figures that are  
addressed by these pictures. With the possible exception of some pictures of  
»ubiquitous objects of disgust« (see above), the offensiveness of a picture exists  
always »merely« in the mode of potentiality and is not an »intrinsic« feature of  
the picture by itself. However, in certain cases and for particular people this  
potentiality will be necessarily realized. Here, the person in question »can do no  
other« than to let the ventriloquist’s dummy and the material picture utter a  
specific message – a specific image – at which the person must take offense.  
In such cases, I suggest, the distinction between an image to which one takes 
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offense and the picture in which this image necessarily appears for the respec- 
tive person is merely analytical, and because of this, and limited to such cases, 
the notion of an offensive picture is a meaningful concept.

 These considerations are especially significant in the context of liberal  
and pluralistic societies. Such societies are characterized by the presence of a 
diversity of religious and non-religious traditions within which individuals ac- 
quire and grow into different »objects of caring« in the process of socialization.  
Moreover, people are free, and by educational, commercial, and other means  
actively stimulated »to make their own choices« and to express themselves in  
public. This, however, almost inevitably results in others’ taking offense at some- 
one’s (verbal, material, pictorial, etc.) statements – just because people not only  
disagree about what is of value in their lives, including matters of religion;  
they also disagree about, and are imbued with, rivaling (»proper«) practices of  
engaging with what they do or do not care about. In light of this, we cannot  
be surprised by the fact that offensive pictures in the sense outlined above  
»exist« in liberal and pluralistic societies.
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